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A revelation came to me that people just don’t understand what I do. While in the 
process of promoting our free educational series, I participated in a phone interview. 
This interview culminated in a “promotional” piece in the Coast News titled “Local Talks 
on Alternative Cancer Treatment” by Camas Frank (http://yourcoastnews.com/local-
talks-on-alternative-cancer-treatment/ ). The body of the piece disparages what I do, 
even though he clearly has no idea what that is, while simultaneously denigrating the 
voice of a woman battling Stage IV (metastatic) breast cancer. Wow. 

Briefly, the JNCI article he cites that claims shorter survival for those seeking 
“alternative” medicine states that only 0.02% of the population evaluated chose these 
therapies, did not delineate what these treatments even were, and most specifically did 
not include Integrative Medicine Therapies! Meaning that this poorly done piece of 
research has no relevance to what we are discussing! Do you understand how dangerous 
Google is in the hands of those who know so little about what they “research”? 

Our series, and specifically our current talk this coming Monday November 13th (details 
here) refers to an epidemic that affects 1 in 8 women in our country. The talk covers all 
aspects of women’s health, including how to prevent, diagnose and treat different stages 
of breast cancer. This conversation opens the audience to a wide variety of treatment 
approaches: Western, Orthomolecular, and Functional, and also makes it clear that 
what you read on Google or Facebook is not research.  

Integrative medicine fights the same type of battle that integration faces in our racially 
divided country: ignorance, fear and malevolence. Imagine a medicine inclusive of all 
valid thought. Imagine a world with a humanity devoid of value based on race, or sex, or 
religion. Integrative medicine promotes knowledge and love; if that seems “alternative” 
to you, so be it. 

Join us in this campaign towards knowledge and away from fear! That is what I do! 

 
 

Your Journey to Health and Healing, 
Gary E. Foresman MD 
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